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Peltor Optime - A new standard 

Full-time wear is the only guarantee you have. Peltor has made it easy to be consistent by 

introducing a new generation of hearing protection. Peltor Optime is a range of three 

models that are clearly graded from one to three – from demanding to extreme. The 

hearing protection is smaller than it was before, but protects just as well – or better! It’s 

easy to wear and provides proper protection, yet doesn’t shut out the world around. By 

choosing the right protection in relation to your working environment an d your own 

criteria, you can work a full day without even thinking about it.  

Optime I  

Is very versatile protection, characterised by its lightness. Despite being so lightweight, 

it’s the best imaginable protection. We have combined a low profile with gener ous inside 

depth. This makes it easy to team with other equipment and means that the ear rests 

comfortably. Optime I is the natural choice when you need to use all -round protection for 

both short and long spells. It is first -rate for use in environments wi th moderate industrial 

noise, such as workshops, sheet -metal shops and printing works, but can also be used to 

good effect outdoors, for instance when mowing the lawn or in connection with hobby and 

leisure activities.  

Attatchments  

Headband (H510A): Stainless spring steel. Soft padded cushion –  comfortable even during 

long-term use. 



 

Neckband (H510B): Combines with other protective equipment, such as welding shield.  

Folding headband (H510F):  Takes little space in toolbox or pocket. Sealing rings are 

protected against soiling and damage.  

Helmet (H510P3): For helmets with slot attachment. The protector can be set in the 

working, airing or park position.  

 We have combined a low profile with generous inside depth. This makes it easy to 

team with other equipment and means that the ear rests comfortably.  

 Optime I is the natural choice when you need to use all -round protection for both 

short and long spells.  

 The wide, comfortable sealing rings are filled with a unique combination of fluid and 

foam, which gives optimum sealing and low contact pressure, ensuring the best 

possible comfort even during long periods of use.  

 It is first-rate for use in environments with moderate industrial noise, such as 

workshops, sheet-metal shops and printing works, but can also be used to  good effect 

outdoors, for instance when mowing the lawn or in connection with hobby and 

leisure activities.  

 

 

 


